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"The dead must answer to you, and no one else. Remember that, Gideon."He may be the
DeathSpeaker, but Gideon Black has no idea what he's doing. The job didn't come with an
instruction manual. That's why his half-brother Taeral plans to bring him across the Veil to the Fae
realm of Arcadia, to consult with an ancient Fae who knew the previous DeathSpeaker
personally.Those plans are violently interrupted when the royal Unseelie Guard invade their home,
dragging Taeral and their father, Daoin, to Arcadia ahead of schedule. And Gideon will do anything
to get them back.But the concrete jungles of Manhattan are nothing compared to the threats waiting
in Arcadia. Facing deadly wildlife, even deadlier enemies, and magic he never imagined possible,
Gideon must learn quickly to wield his power as both a Fae and the DeathSpeaker -- before the
vengeful Unseelie Queen can exact a cost higher than death from his family, and everyone he holds
dear.
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What to say, or where to start? Sonya Bateman's newest is simply the best new world to come

along an a very long time! As a fan of all things urban fantasy, its easy to get frustrated with all the
copies and rip-off's and the 'just not original' stories out there. You WONT have that problem with
the Deathspeaker series! Fresh, original, amazing characterization and world building! From a
bookseller to all of you readers out there? Get it! Read it! You'll LOVE it!

Realm of Mirrors is the third installment in Sonya Bateman's The DeathSpeaker Code series. In this
book Gideon finally visits the land of his father's ancestry, Arcadia, although not exactly in an
advantage situation. Daoin and Taeral are captured and taken to Arcadia, while Reun followed
along trying to save the two. So Gideon and Sadie are going to Arcadia to help saving them with the
help of a new character, an Unseelie cast-off named Uriskel...I really thought Gideon kicked ass
here!! Basically because Gideon finally learned a whole lot more about his magic and ability as
Deathspeaker after a Sluagh gave him tips. So yes, I was quite happy because he didn't suffer as
much as the previous two books. Not that I didn't sympathize for what Taeral, Daoin, or Reun were
going though in Arcadia though ... but it was nice to read about Gideon expanding his talent rather
than being tortured by the bad people. I mean, that guy could take a breather!It wasn't as intense as
the previous two books but I surely though the development of Gideon's ability to be great progress.
I can't wait to read book #4

These books have it all action that is heart stopping and page turning good. Love the characters.
Not to many bad words. Just wish taking a name in vain was not used. No sex hopefully ever. Great
new take on Others in the human world.If you have read eBook by C. Gockel, Cat Adams, Ilona
Andrews, Keri Arthur just to name a few there are many more then you should read this series. . .

I loved the first 2 so much that I had to get this one too. It is a good read, and fast paced. I devoured
it in a day. The insights into the characters develop more and they are likable- you really want to
know more about them....Well, I do anyway..~L~

Sonya Bateman does something many writers cannot do. She writes books in a series in which
characters learn and grow. Her writing style and world creation are perfect.Best of all, there are no
cliffhangers. She leaves the reader anticipating the next book, clearly the sign of a superior writer
and story teller.

Despite being an avid reader, I do not often manage to follow a series. Generally, the sweet has

been chewed out of the characters by a third book, and that's being generous. However Ms.
Bateman has constructed a world with plenty of interesting characters (but not too many), and
enough genocidal threats to keep me entertained as we march towards Othergeddon. And she
writes beautifully too.

I liked this one. It wasn't amazing or anything but a good quick read. I'm really happy about how the
book ended because the "love triangle" thing that was going on with Gideon, his brother and Sadie
was really starting to get old. Anyways if you've read the first two books, then you should pick up
this one. Good addition to the series

It's creAtive and light enough to be fun, conflict enough to be interesting with out airhead
heroes/heroines who do stupid stuff just to create unnecessary drama. The good guys are likable
while flawed enough to be relatable. and the bad guys are evil despite being cliches they add to the
tales. I am really enjoying this series and look forward to the next. Thanks to the author for making
each book in the series a complete novel...NO CLIFFHANGERS!!! That's an A plus in my
gradebook. There were a couple of typos but they didn't detract from the tales.
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